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Abstract Formal theories for real-time systems (such as timed process algebra,
timed automata and timed petri nets) have gained great success in the modeling of
concurrent timing behavior and in the analysis of real-time properties. However, due
to the ineliminable timing differences between a model and its realization, synthesiz-
ing a software realization from a model in a predictable way is still a challenging re-
search topic. In this article, we tackle this problem by solving a set of sub-problems.
The solution is based on the theoretical results for property prediction proposed in
Huang et al. (2003, Real-time property preservation in approximations of timed sys-
tems. In: Proceedings of 1st ACM and IEEE international conference on formal meth-
ods and models for codesign. IEEE Computer Society, Los Alamitos, pp 163–171)
and Huang (2005, Predictability in real-time system design. PhD thesis, Eindhoven
University of Technology, The Netherlands), where quantitative property relations are
established between two absolute/relative “close” real-time systems. This theory ba-
sically implies that if two systems are “close”, they enjoy “similar” properties. These
results cannot be directly applied in practice though, because a model and its realiza-
tion typically have infinitely large absolute and relative timing differences. We show
that this infinite time gap can be bridged through a sequence of carefully constructed
intermediate time domains. Then the property-prediction results can be applied to any
pair of adjacent time domains in the sequence. Consequently, real-time properties of
the implementation can be predicted from the model. We propose two parameter-
ized hypotheses to characterize the timing differences in the sequence and to guide
a correctness-preserving design process. It is shown that these hypotheses can be in-
corporated in a concrete tool set. We demonstrate the feasibility of the predictable
synthesis approach through the design of a railroad crossing system.
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1 Introduction

In the past decade, many formal theories to construct models for real-time systems
have been proposed in academic fields. Examples include timed automata (Alur and
Dill 1994), timed process algebra ATP (Nicollin and Sifakis 1994) and timed petri
nets (Stotts and Pratt 1985), just to mention a few. These formalisms have gained
great success in the analysis of real-time systems at a high level of abstraction. To
apply these formal theories in industrial environments, modeling languages based on
formal theories have been proposed. These languages possess the merits provided by
formal theories. Furthermore, they provide more facilities (such as data expressions)
to describe real-time systems in detail and bring models closer to realizations. Exam-
ples of these modeling languages are timed automata extended with data types and
tasks (Larsen et al. 1997; Amnell et al. 2003), SDL-2000 based on distributed real-
time ASM (Glasser et al. 2003), Ptolemy (in the CSP domain) based on timed CSP
(Smyth 1998), and POOSL (van der Putten and Voeten 1997) based on timed CCS.

In the timing semantics of these formal theories and modeling languages, actions
are often assumed to be instantaneous. This assumption brings many benefits to the
modeling and the analysis of real-time systems:

• Concurrent processes do not compete for time resources with each other, since the
execution of actions does not consume time. Therefore the timing behavior of each
process is left unchanged when different processes are integrated.

• Monitoring (or analysis) code does not consume execution time. Hence, the timing
behavior of the monitoring code does not interfere with the timing behavior of the
monitored system.

• Adding design details to or removing design details from a part of a system has no
influence on the computation time of the other parts of the system. This reduces
system design complexity, since abstractions or refinements can be performed lo-
cally.

• The timing behavior of the system is not affected by techniques such as caches and
pipelines adopted by the underlying platform.

1.1 Problem illustration

Although the assumption that actions are instantaneous offers many benefits for mod-
eling and analyzing real-time systems, a smooth path is still lacking to generate the
realization from its model while preserving the desired properties. This is demon-
strated by the following example.

Example 1 Consider a controller for a flash board showing 4 consecutive letters
‘IEEE’. A possible design solution to the controller is to use three parallel processes I,
E and S. I emits letter I every 0.3 seconds, E emits letter E every 0.1 seconds and S
issues four blank spaces every 0.3 seconds to erase the letters. The three processes
start from 0.01, 0.02 and 0.25 seconds respectively.
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Fig. 1 The IEEE flashboard controller example

Fig. 2 The difference between timing semantics

We made a model of the system using the SDL-2000 language in the TAU G2 tool
from Telelogic, where actions are performed instantaneous (Glasser 1998). A timed
state-transition diagram of the model is given in Fig. 1(a), where x is a clock used
to express timing constraints on actions (or events) and x := 0 denotes that x is reset
to 0. Based on the timing semantics of the model (exemplified in Fig. 2(a)), it is easy
to see that the model performs correctly. Figure 1(b) gives the output of a realiza-
tion automatically generated by TAU G2. The figure shows that after some execution
time, a wrong output sequence is observed. The inconsistency between the model and
the realization can be attributed to the difference between the timing semantics of the
modeling language and that of the implementation language. In the model timing is
based on a “virtual” notion of time, where the execution of actions take no “virtual
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time”. This “virtual time” concept coincides with the notion of global time in many
formal frameworks (such as Alur and Dill 1994 and Henzinger et al. 1992) which
assign time to states or actions in a trace. In the realization, each action takes some
amount of “physical time” to execute and timing expression “delay t” should be inter-
preted as “at least t seconds” due to the scheduling overhead and the execution time
consumed by other tasks. A comparison of the two different timing semantics (i.e. in
the model and in the realization) is illustrated in Fig. 2. We can see that durational
actions can result in accumulated timing errors for each single process, changing the
relative timing relations between concurrent real-time processes in Fig. 2(b).

The example illustrates that unexpected behaviors can be observed in the real-
ization. The primary reason for this is that the semantics of the realization does not
respect the semantics of the model. Consequently one cannot reliably draw conclu-
sions about the realization, based on the analysis of the model.

1.2 Solution sketch

To solve the problem illustrated in the previous subsection, we need a systematic way
to deal with timing differences between the model and the realization. In particular
we would like to generate the realization on the basis of the timing semantics of the
model. More specifically, both the model and the realization are considered to be sets
of traces, each of which represents an execution. In our approach any trace of the re-
alization is generated from a trace in the model implying that they have the same state
(or action) sequence. Furthermore, the times of occurrences of corresponding states
(or actions) in both traces are synchronized. Consequently, the qualitative properties
(such as safety properties) of the realization are the same as those of the model and
the quantitative properties (such as deadline properties) of the realization are “close”
to those of the model.

Since timeliness is an essential feature of real-time systems, it is important to
quantify the “closeness” between the quantitative properties of a model and its real-
ization, so that we can predict whether the realization is correct. In (Huang 2005), we
define absolute and relative timing proximity between traces, on which property re-
lations between traces are quantitatively established.1 However, these results cannot
be applied directly in a synthesis approach, due to the following facts.

• The absolute and relative timing proximities are defined on the basis of the ob-
servation times of states (or actions). It is often problematic to measure them in
practice.

• The model (in the virtual time domain) and the realization (in the physical time
domain) often have infinitely large absolute and relative timing proximities. Note
that the concept of physical time is more complex than we have explained thus
far. The physical time concept used here denotes the time of the system environ-
ment, whereas physical time synchronized with the virtual and physical time, as
explained before, refers to the time of a hardware clock. A detailed discussion is
found in Sect. 4.

1In (Huang et al. 2003) we proved a special case based on absolute timing differences. The general results
based on both absolute timing differences and relative timing differences can be found in (Huang 2005).
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To address these issues, we introduce the concept of clocks to characterize time
domains. An untimed trace observed in different time domains can result in different
timed traces. Then the absolute and relative timing proximities between these traces
can be estimated by the clock deviation or drift, which can be known in practice.
Based on the clock concept, we bridge the timing gap between the model and the
realization by introducing a number of intermediate time domains. Between each pair
of adjacent time domains, we use the results of (Huang 2005) for property prediction.

In short, the synthesis approach proposed in this article has the following features.

• A unified formal model is used to analyze both quantitative and qualitative proper-
ties.

• By construction, the synthesis approach ensures that the realization has the same
qualitative properties as the model.

• The synthesis approach supports prediction of quantitative properties of the real-
ization based on those of the model.

• The synthesis approach has been incorporated in a tool set (POOSL + Rotalumis)
demonstrating the feasibility of the approach.

1.3 Organization

The remaining part of the article is structured as follows.
In Sect. 2, we summarize the theoretical results proven in (Huang 2005) for pre-

dicting real-time system properties. More specifically, we consider a real-time system
to be a set of timed state sequences each of which represents an execution. For any
two timed state sequences with the same sequence of observable states but with dif-
ferent time durations of corresponding states, properties of one sequence can be pre-
dicted from those of the other based on their absolute or relative timing proximities.

In our synthesis approach, the same state (or action) sequence is observed in dif-
ferent time domains resulting in different timed state sequences. For instance, a se-
quence of states (or actions) is observed in the virtual time domain in the model and
is observed in the physical time domain in the realization. To know the distance be-
tween these timed state sequences, we need to know the time duration of each state in
the sequence, which is not always possible in practice. In Sect. 3, we define the con-
cept of clocks to specify time domains. We show that the proximity of corresponding
timed state sequences observed in different time domains can be estimated on the
basis of clock deviation or drift. Furthermore, we prove in Sect. 3 that the infinitely
large absolute and relative distances between two time domains can be split into sev-
eral bounded absolute and relative distances by introducing proper intermediate time
domains.

In Sect. 4, we investigate the concrete time domains involved in real-time software
synthesis. As illustrated in Fig. 3, we assume that the model operates in the virtual
time domain, the realization is observed in a digital hardware time domain driven by
the clock of the target platform, and that the realization is also observed in a reference
time domain, in which it interacts with the environment. By using the concepts of the
previous section, an auxiliary time domain is introduced between the digital and ref-
erence time domains to bridge their (infinite) timing gap. Since the distances between
these time domains have a direct impact on the property prediction of the realization,
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Fig. 3 Time domains in real-time system design

we also discuss how to construct an “optimal” auxiliary time domain such that the
prediction results are tight.

In Sect. 5, we summarize the timing relations discussed in the previous section
into two parameterized hypotheses. The absolute hypothesis assumes that the ab-
solute timing differences between the model and the realization in the auxiliary time
domain are bounded. The parameters of the absolute hypothesis capture the bounds
of the absolute timing differences. The absolute timing differences consist of two
components as shown in Fig. 3. The relative hypothesis assumes that the realization
in the reference time domain has bounded relative timing differences to that in the
auxiliary time domain (see Fig. 3). The parameters of the relative hypothesis capture
the bounds of relative timing differences.

In Sect. 6, we demonstrate that the two hypotheses can indeed be incorporated
into a software synthesis tool set. The POOSL language which semantics is based
on an extension of timed CCS is used to model concurrent real-time systems. The
Rotalumis tool transforms a POOSL model to its realization such that both the model
and the realization have the same observable behavior. Therefore, the realization has
the same qualitative real-time properties as the model by construction. Furthermore,
by estimating the parameters of both hypotheses, we can predict the quantitative real-
time properties of the realization and ensure its correctness.

Section 7 applies the proposed synthesis approach to design a railroad crossing
system. Sections 8, 9 and 10 discuss related work, open issues and conclusions re-
spectively.

2 Property relations between real-time systems

In this section, we briefly summarize the theoretical results proven in (Huang 2005),
the intuition of which is sketched in Fig. 4. In this figure, real-time system S2 is
“close” to S1. If it can be verified that S1 satisfies a (quantitative or qualitative) real-
time property, then a “corresponding” property satisfied by S2 can be predicted. In
(Huang 2005), the figure is completed based on two different proximity measures
between real-time systems.
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Fig. 4 Real-time property
relations between two
neighboring real-time systems

2.1 Measuring proximity between real-time systems

A real-time system can be considered to be a set of traces, each of which represents
an execution of the system. Each trace (called timed state sequence) consists of a
sequence of duration states (δi, Ii), where δi is the state observed during non-empty
time interval Ii . For example, a timed state sequence of the ‘IEEE’ flashboard con-
troller in Example 1 is:

(∅, [0,2.01)), (‘I’, [2.01,2.02)), (‘IE’, [2.02,2.12)), . . . .

The length of Ii (denoted as |Ii |) is called the time-duration of state δi . The left-
end of Ii (denoted as l(Ii)) is called the time-stamp of the state transition from δi−1
to δi . Alternatively, a timed state sequence can be viewed as a pair of sequences: a
state sequence δ̄ formed by states δi , and a time interval sequence Ī formed by time
intervals Ii . It is easy to see that the length (number of states) of δ̄ is identical to the
length of Ī , which is denoted as n(Ī ).2

Proximity function Ds
a is defined to measure the absolute difference between two

timed state sequences based on their corresponding time stamps.

Definition 1 For any pair of timed state sequences τ̄ and τ̄ ′ with the same state
sequence, Ds

a(τ̄ , τ̄ ′) = [x, y], where x = inf{l(I ′
i ) − l(Ii) | i < n(Ī )} and y =

sup{l(I ′
i ) − l(Ii) | i < n(Ī )}.

Ds
a(τ̄ , τ̄ ′) reflects that the state transitions in τ̄ ′ are at least x seconds and at most

y seconds later than their corresponding transitions in τ̄ . If y < 0, the transitions in
τ̄ ′ are always earlier than their corresponding transitions in τ̄ . It is worth noticing
that proximity function Ds

a is directional. That is, Ds
a(τ̄ , τ̄ ′) is typically not equal to

Ds
a(τ̄

′, τ̄ ). However, it is easy to prove that Ds
a(τ̄ , τ̄ ′) = [x, y] implies Ds

a(τ̄
′, τ̄ ) =

[−y,−x].

Example 2 The two timed state sequences τ̄ and τ̄ ′ shown in Fig. 5 have the same
state sequence with five state transitions. It is easy to calculate that sup{l(I ′

i ) −
l(Ii) | i < 5} = 0.1 and inf{l(I ′

i ) − l(Ii) | i < 5} = −0.2. Therefore, Ds
a(τ̄ , τ̄ ′) =

[−0.2,0.1].

Since a real-time system is seen as a set of timed state sequences, the proximity be-
tween real-time systems is defined on the basis of the proximity between their timed
state sequences. Definition 2 gives a proximity measure based on absolute timing
differences.

2n(Ī ) can be finite or countable infinite.
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Fig. 5 Two finite timed state
sequences of Example 2

Definition 2 Let S1 and S2 be two real-time systems. S2 is called absolute [x, y]-
close to S1 iff for any timed state sequence τ̄ ′ in S2, there exists a sequence τ̄ in S1,
such that Ds

a(τ̄ , τ̄ ′) ⊆ [x, y].

Similar to the absolute case, proximity function Ds
r is defined to measure the

relative timing difference between two timed state sequences.

Definition 3 For any pair of timed state sequences τ̄ and τ̄ ′ with the same state

sequence, Ds
r (τ̄ , τ̄ ′) = [x, y], where x = inf{ |I ′

i ||Ii | | i < n(Ī )} and y = sup{ |I ′
i ||Ii | | i <

n(Ī )}. In case that both |I ′
i | and |Ii | are zero (or ∞), the value of

|I ′
i ||Ii | is left undefined.

In the above definition,
|I ′

i ||Ii | gives the ratio between the durations of the i-th state
in τ̄ ′ and τ̄ . Assume we use two different clocks to measure the duration of each state
δi and correspondingly obtain two timed state sequences τ̄ and τ̄ ′. Then

|I ′
i ||Ii | is also

the ratio between the average change rates of the clocks during the observation of
state δi .

Example 3 Consider the two timed state sequences shown in Fig. 5. We can easily

calculate that sup{ |I ′
i ||Ii | | i < 5} = 6

5 , and that inf{ |I ′
i ||Ii | | i < 5} = 8

11 . Hence, Ds
r (τ̄ , τ̄ ′) =

[ 8
11 , 6

5 ].

Similar to the absolute case, we can now define a proximity measure between real-
time systems for the relative case.

Definition 4 Let S1 and S2 be two real-time systems. S2 is called relative [x, y]-close
to S1 iff for any timed state sequence τ̄ ′ in S2, there exists a sequence τ̄ in S1, such
that Ds

r (τ̄ , τ̄ ′) ⊆ [x, y].

2.2 Specifying real-time properties

We choose linear temporal logic MTL (Koymans 1990) to express real-time proper-
ties. MTL formulas are formed by the following syntactic phrases.

ϕ ::= p | ¬p “not” | ϕ1 ∨ϕ2 “or” | ϕ1 ∧ϕ2 “and” | ϕ1UI ϕ2 “until” | ϕ1VI ϕ2 “unless”.

Here p is an “atomic proposition” and time-bound I is an interval of nonnegative
reals. If I is [0,∞), we omit time-bound I of temporal operators.

The MTL logic presented here is actually a kind of “negation-free” logic, where
the negation is only allowed in front of atomic propositions. However, any conven-
tional MTL formula, which has operators like negation and implication, can always
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Fig. 6 Property relations between real-time systems

be converted to a “negation-free” formula. More information can be found in (Huang
2005). Two commonly used operators �ϕ (“always”) and ♦ϕ (“eventually”) can also
be represented as falseVϕ and trueUϕ respectively.

The MTL logic can express a wide range of real-time properties. For example,
consider a time bounded response property ϕ, expressing that every stimulus req is
always followed by a response ack within 2 to 6 seconds. ϕ can be formalized as
�(r → ♦[2,6]a), where r and a represent atomic propositions “a req is observed” and
“an ack is observed” respectively.

To establish the property relations between real-time systems, functions R
ε�
a and

R
[x,y]
r are defined over MTL formulas (Huang 2005). Loosely speaking, R

ε�
a (ϕ) is

the formula that extends the time bounds of until operators and shrinks the time
bounds of unless operators in ϕ by an absolute deviation of ε. As an example, con-
sider response property ϕ defined previously. Then R

0.2�
a (ϕ) is the real-time property

�(r → ♦[2−0.2,6+0.2]a), which states that every stimulus req is always followed by

an ack response within 1.8 to 6.2 seconds. Function R
[x,y]
r changes the time bounds

in a formula with scale factors x and y. For example, R
[0.8,1.25]
r (ϕ) is the real-time

property �(r → ♦[2×0.8,6×1.25]a) stating that every stimulus req is always followed
by a response ack within 1.6 to 7.5 seconds.

2.3 Property relations between real-time systems

In this section, we present two theorems, which are proven in (Huang 2005). The
theorems are visualized in Fig. 6. Both theorems show that real-time properties of
one real-time system can be predicted from another based on their (absolute/relative)
timing differences. They serve as the theoretical basis to predict real-time properties
of the realization from those of the model.

Theorem 1 Let ϕ be an MTL formula. Let S1, S2 be two real-time systems, such that
S2 is absolute [x, y]-close to S1. If S1 |= ϕ, then S2 |= R

(y−x)�
a (ϕ).

Theorem 2 Let ϕ be an MTL formula. Let S1, S2 be two real-time systems such that
S2 is relative [x, y]-close to S1. If S1 |= ϕ, then S2 |= R

[x,y]
r (ϕ).

3 Proximity measures vs. time domains

In the previous section, we defined two proximity functions to measure the absolute
and relative proximity between two real-time systems. However, because the time du-
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ration of each state during execution is not always possible to obtain, we cannot apply
these functions to measure proximities directly. Furthermore, the model and the real-
ization often have unbounded absolute and relative timing differences. For example,
two interleaved simultaneous actions (transitions) are observed at the same virtual
time point, while they are observed at different physical time points. Consequently,
the relative timing differences between the model and the realization are unbounded
in this case. Moreover, in practice, absolute timing differences between the model
and the realization can be unbounded too (see also Sect. 4).

To overcome these problems and apply the results given in Sect. 2 to real-time
software synthesis, we formally define the concept of clocks and demonstrate that
the absolute/relative distance between timing behaviors can be estimated by the clock
deviation and drift. Furthermore, we show that the infinite deviation and drift between
two clocks may be captured by several consecutive bounded deviations and drifts.

In the physical reality, time is often counted by a clock. Assume there exists a true
physical time, “which flows equably without relation to anything external” (Newton
1999/1687). Each clock C is used to measure the progress of the true physical time,
and can be considered to be a function which maps each time point t in the true
physical time domain T to another time domain Tc counted by C. In the following,
we define several concepts related to clocks.

Definition 5 Analog clock: An analog clock C is a function defined as:

C(t) =
∫ t

0
f (t ′) dt ′,

where f (t ′) is the change rate of C at true physical time t ′ (t ′ ∈ R≥0).

Definition 6 Digital clock: A Digital clock C is a function defined as:

C(t) = i · Δ, if t ∈
[

i∑
j=1

p(j),

i+1∑
j=1

p(j)

)
.

Here Δ is the step-width of the clock, which refers to the time elapsed between suc-
cessive ticks in the digital time domain, and step function p(i) represents the true
physical time progress during the i-th step of the clock. For brevity, s(i) abbreviates∑i

j=1 p(j) and denotes the time span of the first i steps in the true physical time
domain.

Several clock examples, visualized in Fig. 7, are as follows.

• Cp(t) = t . Cp is a perfect physical clock, and its change rate is f (t) = 1.

• Ca(t) = 2
3 t

3
2 . Ca is an analog clock, and its change rate is f (t) = t

1
2 .

• Cd(t) = i when t ∈ [1.5i,1.5(i + 1)). Cd is a digital clock. In this example, Δ = 1
and p(i) = 1.5 for all i, indicating that the true physical time advances 1.5 seconds
when clock Cd advances 1 second.
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Fig. 7 Several clock examples

Definition 7 Clock deviation: For two clocks C1 and C2, the deviation of C2 w.r.t.
C1 at true physical time t is defined by the following function:

Ea
(C1,C2)

(t) = C2(t) − C1(t).

For example, in the previous clock examples, the clock deviation of Ca (and Cd ) w.r.t.

Cp is calculated by Ea
(Cp,Ca)(t) = Ca(t) − Cp(t) = 2

3 t
3
2 − t and Ea

(Cp,Cd)(t) = i − t ,

when t ∈ [1.5i,1.5(i + 1)).

Definition 8 Clock drift: For two clocks C1 and C2, the drift of C2 w.r.t. C1 at true
physical time t is defined by the following function:

Er
(C1,C2)

(t) = lim
δ→0−

C2(t + δ) − C2(t)

C1(t + δ) − C1(t)
.

Given two analog clocks C1 and C2 with change rate functions f1(x) and f2(x)

respectively, their clock drift can be expressed equivalently by Er
(C1,C2)

(t) = f2(t)
f1(t)

.

For example, Er
(Cp,Ca)(t) = t

1
2

1 = t
1
2 . It is easy to see that due to the discrete nature

of digital clocks, the clock drift between two digital clocks or one digital clock and
one analog clock is often unbounded.

In literature, the clock drift is also defined on the basis of the total elapsed times
of two clocks (Gupta et al. 1997). In this way, the clock drift between two clocks can
always be bounded by clock synchronization in practice. However, this clock drift
cannot result in a meaningful property-preservation relation. This is mainly due to
the fact that the property-relation between two timed state sequences is determined
by local time drifts, which cannot always be bounded by the clock synchronization.
A detailed discussion about the choice of the definitions for clock drift can also be
found in (Huang 2005).

Next, we introduce the concept of time domain based on the clock concept. Basi-
cally, a time domain can be considered as a function assigning time values to untimed
behavior. In practice, the action is assigned a time value which is determined by a
clock. The clock measures quantitatively the evolution of the time domain. Conse-
quently, the absolute/relative timing differences between behaviors observed in two
different time domains can be measured by the deviation and drift between clocks
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of the two time domains. The following proposition shows this for the relative case.
A similar proposition can be proven for the absolute case.

Proposition 1 Let δ̄ be a state sequence. Further let τ̄ and τ̄ ′ be two timed state
sequences of δ̄ measured by two analog clocks C and C′ respectively. If clock drift
Er

(C,C′) is always in interval [a, b], then Ds
r (τ̄ , τ̄ ′) ⊆ [a, b].

Proof Assume δi is the i-th state in δ̄, and tl (t ′l ) and tr (t ′r ) are the left-end and
the right-end of the time duration of state δi counted by clock C (clock C′). Since
for all t , Er

(C,C′)(t) ∈ [a, b] (that is, a · fC(t) ≤ fC′(t) ≤ b · fC(t)), we know that
a · (tr − tl) ≤ (t ′r − t ′l ) ≤ b · (tr − tl). By the definition of function Ds

r , we can see that
Ds

r (τ̄ , τ̄ ′) ⊆ [a, b]. �

The following propositions show that it is possible to establish property relations
between timing behaviors observed in two time domains with infinitely large clock
deviations and drifts. Proposition 2 reveals that an analog clock and a digital clock can
always be bridged by a bounded clock drift and deviation if the ratio between corre-
sponding changes of the digital and analog clocks during each clock step is bounded.

Proposition 2 Let C be a digital clock with step-width Δ and step function p(i), and
let C′ be an analog clock with change rate f (t). Assume for any i,

∫ s(i+1)

s(i)
f (x) dx

Δ
∈ [a, b], where s(i) =

i∑
j=1

p(j).

Then there exists an analog clock Ca such that Ea
(C,Ca)(t) ∈ [0,Δ] and Er

(Ca,C′)(t) ∈
[a, b].

Proof Let ri =
∫ s(i+1)
s(i)

f (x) dx

Δ
. We can construct an analog clock Ca(t) with change

rate

fa(t) =
{

f (t)
ri

ri �= 0 and t ∈ [s(i), s(i + 1)),
Δ

s(i+1)−s(i)
ri = 0 and t ∈ [s(i), s(i + 1)).

It is easy to check that
∫ s(i+1)

s(i)
fa(t) dt = Δ. Therefore, when t ∈ [s(i), s(i + 1)), we

have

Ea
(C,Ca)(t) =

i−1∑
j=0

∫ s(j+1)

s(j)

fa(x) dx +
∫ t

s(i)

fa(x) dx − i · Δ

=
i−1∑
j=0

Δ +
∫ t

s(i)

fa(x) dx − i · Δ ≤
∫ s(i+1)

s(i)

fa(x) dx = Δ.

At the same time, we have that Er
(Ca,C′)(t) = ri (In the case that ri = 0, we know that

f (t) = 0 and fa(t) = Δ
s(i+1)−s(i)

. Therefore, Er
(Ca,C′)(t) = 0.). Now it is easy to see

that Ea
(C,Ca)(t) ∈ [0,Δ] and Er

(Ca,C′)(t) ∈ [a, b]. �
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Proposition 2 can be used to bridge a digital and an analog clock (which always
have an infinitely large drift). In particular the proposition covers the case when the
clocks have an infinitely large deviation as well. This is demonstrated by the follow-
ing example.

Example 4 Let C(t) = i when t ∈ [1.5i,1.5(i + 1)], and let C′(t) = t . It is easy to
see that both Ea

(C,C′) and Er
(C,C′) are unbounded. We can construct an analog clock

Ca(t) = 1.5t . It is easy to see that Ea
(C,Ca) ∈ [0,1.5] and Er

(Ca,C′) ∈ [1.5,1.5].

The following proposition covers the case of two analog clocks. Proposition 3
states that two analog clocks can always be bridged by a bounded clock drift and
deviation if the ratio between corresponding changes of the two clocks during some
fixed period is bounded.

Proposition 3 Let C be an analog clock with change rate f (t), and let C′ be an
analog clock with change rate g(t). Further let δ be a positive real. If for any i ≥ 0
such that ∫ (i+1)·δ

i·δ g(x) dx∫ (i+1)·δ
i·δ f (x) dx

∈ [a, b],

then there exists an analog clock Ca such that Ea
(C,Ca)

∈ [0, δ] and Er
(Ca,C′) ∈ [a, b].

In the following section, we establish the concrete time domains involved in real-
time system synthesis. We apply the results of this section to bridge these time do-
mains, such that in the end real-time properties of the realization can be quantitatively
predicted from those of the model.

4 Concrete time domains in real-time software synthesis

As we have mentioned previously, the real-time properties of a system are often ana-
lyzed in the virtual time domain. In reality, different parts of a real-time system may
be timed by different clocks. For example, a real-time controller is usually timed
by a digital hardware clock, while the physical environment is usually timed by an
analog physical clock. In general, a specific reference clock is chosen, such that real-
time properties of different parts can be checked in a uniform time domain of interest
(denoted as the reference time domain in this article). Note that the reference time do-
main can be the true physical time domain mentioned in Sect. 3 or any other physical
time domain of interest.

To reason about the real-time properties of a realization based on those of the
model, we must establish a proper relation between the timing behavior observed
in the virtual time domain and the timing behavior observed in the reference time
domain. In this section, we achieve this by constructing several intermediate time
domains. To simplify the following discussion, we assume that the realization of the
controller is timed by a digital hardware clock and that the reference time is analog.
The result based on these assumptions can be easily adapted (based on Propositions 2
and 3) to other situations, e.g. when the reference clock is digital.
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Fig. 8 The timing relation between different time domains

We explore the timing differences between the virtual time domain and the refer-
ence time domain by taking several steps (see Fig. 8). We first consider the absolute
timing differences between the virtual time domain and the digital hardware time
domain. Then, we address the timing differences between the digital hardware time
domain and the reference time domain. This step is further decomposed into the ab-
solute timing differences between the digital hardware time domain and an auxiliary
time domain, and the relative timing differences between the auxiliary time domain
and the reference time domain.

4.1 Timing differences between the virtual time domain and the digital hardware
time domain

A model is executed in the virtual time domain, where actions are instantaneous. On
the other hand, the realization is executed on a computation platform in the digital
hardware time domain, where any action takes up a non-zero number of clock cy-
cles. Due to the uncontrollable physical time, the activation times of actions cannot
always be perfectly accurate w.r.t. those specified in the model. Furthermore, due
to the techniques that are used to boost the average computing performance of the
platform, such as caching, pipelining and memory management techniques, the exact
execution times of actions in this digital hardware time domain is difficult to predict.
For any action, an absolute timing difference (also called timing deviation) exists be-
tween its virtual time and its digital hardware time. For example, in Fig. 8, if action α

is observed at virtual time t2, we can only guarantee that α is observed within some
interval [t2 + d1, t2 + d2] (d1 ≤ d2) in the digital hardware time domain.
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Fig. 9 The auxiliary analog clock

4.2 Timing differences between the digital hardware time domain and the reference
time domain

The accuracy of a digital hardware clock is affected by discretization and a number of
physical factors such as temperature, supply voltage, shock and vibration. As a result,
the timing of actions in a realization based on a digital hardware clock is typically
not identical to the timing based on a reference clock (e.g. the environmental time
or the true physical time). Since the absolute timing differences between them can
grow without bounds during execution, it is not effective to measure these timing dif-
ferences based on the absolute case. On the other hand, the ratio between the change
rate of a digital clock and that of an analog clock is unbounded too (see the clock drift
discussion in Sect. 3). Therefore it is not effective to measure these timing differences
based on the relative case either. To solve this problem, we can construct an auxiliary
clock Ca , which has a bounded deviation w.r.t. the digital hardware clock Cdh and a
bounded drift w.r.t. the reference clock Cr . A straightforward solution is to construct
the auxiliary clock in the same way as the clock (Ca) in the proof of Proposition 2.
In this case, Ea

(Cdh,Ca)
(t) ∈ [0,Δ], where Δ is the step-width of the digital clock, and

Er
(Ca,Cr)

is determined by drift factor ri =
∫ s(i+1)
s(i)

f (x) dx

Δ
, where f (x) is the change

rate function of Cr . Figure 9(a) shows an example of the auxiliary clock Ca for a
digital hardware clock Cdh and a reference clock Cr . In Fig. 9(a), the reference clock
is assumed to be the true physical time. In this case, the relative timing differences
between Cr and Ca are the slopes of the dotted segments in the figure.

Example 5 Reconsider Example 1 and suppose that the third action of the controller
(sending out the second letter ‘E’) in the digital hardware time domain is observed
in time interval [0.12,0.12 + 0.001]. Assume further that the speed of the digital
hardware clock Cdh is 100 MHz (the step-width of Cdh is 10−8 seconds). Then we
can predict that the action is observed in time interval [0.12, (0.12 + 0.001) + 10−8]
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in the auxiliary time domain. Suppose that the drift factor ri of Cdh can be up to 50%
(faster or slower) w.r.t. reference clock Cr . In other words, during each step of clock
Cdh, the average change rate of clock Cr is at most 1.5 and at least 0.5 times faster
than that of clock Cdh. Now, we can predict that the action is observed in time interval
[0.12 × 0.5, (0.12 + 0.001 + 10−8) × 1.5] in the reference time domain.

However due to physical uncertainties, the clock drift factors ri =
∫ s(i+1)
s(i)

f (x) dx

Δ

can be very large. As a result, the properties predicted for the realization can be
unacceptably far from those of the model. In the following we propose a solution to
obtain better prediction results.

The auxiliary clock mentioned previously is based directly on the step-width of
the digital hardware clock. But the auxiliary clock can also be constructed by choos-
ing a larger step-width (as shown in Fig. 9(b) where the derived step-width used to
construct the auxiliary clock consists of 5 digital hardware clock steps). This results
in a smaller relative time difference. To see this, assume we have digital hardware

clock C with step-width Δ and function s(i). Let ri =
∫ s(j+1)

s(j)
f (x) dx

Δ
and assume that

the step-width used to construct the auxiliary clock consists of k steps of C. Then we

have that r ′
i =

∫ s(k∗(i+1)
s(k∗i)

f (x) dx

k∗Δ
= 1

k
· (rk·i + rk·i+1 +· · ·+ r(k+1)·i−1). It is easy to prove

that min{rj | k · i ≤ j ≤ (k + 1) · i − 1} ≤ r ′
i ≤ max{rj | k · i ≤ j ≤ (k + 1) · i − 1}.

Consequently, the range of r ′
i is always within the range of ri .

As an example reconsider the IEEE flash controller. Assume that the step-width
used to construct the auxiliary clock consists of 108 digital hardware steps (1 second
in the digital hardware time domain). For most digital hardware clocks used in PC
platforms, the relative clock drift is around 10−5 seconds per second. So we can
safely assume the timing drift to be bounded by 10−3. At the same time, we assume
that the absolute timing deviations between the digital hardware and the auxiliary
clock should be no more than 10−3 seconds. Therefore, we can predict that the action
of sending out the second letter ‘E’ is observed in time interval [(0.12 − 10−3) ×
(1 − 10−3), (0.12 + 0.001 + 10−3) × (1 + 10−3)] in the reference time domain. This
yields a much tighter prediction result than in the previous case.

5 Hypotheses for real-time software synthesis

In the previous section, we have established the relation between the observation
times of an action in the virtual time domain and in the reference time domain. This
is accomplished by building a series of (absolute and relative) intermediate timing
domains (see Fig. 8). In this section, we summarize these timing differences into
two parameterized hypotheses. More specifically, the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis cap-
tures two absolute timing differences: one between the virtual and digital hardware
time domains and the other between the digital hardware and auxiliary time domains.
The relative [x, y]-hypothesis captures the timing differences between the auxiliary
and reference time domains. Consequently, if both hypotheses are satisfied, real-time
properties of the realization can be predicted from those of the model in two steps.
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5.1 The absolute [x, y]-hypothesis

We showed that an action, which is observed at a certain time point in the virtual
time domain is typically observed at another time point in the auxiliary time domain.
Without careful treatment, the deviation between the observation times of an action
in the virtual time domain and in the auxiliary time domain can accumulate without
bounds during system execution. Even worse, these timing deviations may lead to
a different execution order of actions between the model and the realization, which
may result in faulty behaviors (see Fig. 1(b)). To avoid these problems, we propose
the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis to bound the absolute timing difference between the
model in the virtual time domain and the realization in the auxiliary time domain. By
doing so, we can predict the real-time properties of the realization (in the auxiliary
time domain) from those of the model. This is elaborated in the following.

We can use a timed action sequence to represent an execution of a real-time system
(either a model or a realization). Each timed action sequence can be considered as
a sequence of timed actions (αi, ti), where ti is the observation time of action αi .
A timed action sequence can alternatively be represented as a pair of sequences, an
action sequence (α0α1α2 . . .) and a time sequence (t0t1t2 . . .).

The absolute [x, y]-hypothesis requires that for any timed action sequence τ̄α of
the realization in the auxiliary time domain, the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) There exists a timed action sequence τ̄ ′
α of the model in the virtual time domain,

such that τ̄α and τ̄ ′
α share the same action sequence ᾱ.

(2) For each action in ᾱ, the deviation between its observation times in τ̄α and in τ̄ ′
α

must be within interval [x, y].
Parameters x and y in the hypothesis represent a lower respectively upper bound of
the absolute timing difference between two time domains.

In Sect. 2.3, we showed that a real-time property relation between two timed state
sequences can be established based on their absolute timing differences (see Theo-
rem 1). This relation reveals that real-time properties can be preserved (up to a de-
viation y − x) between two absolute [x, y]-close timed state sequences (or real-time
systems). The absolute [x, y]-hypothesis assumes that timed action sequences in the
auxiliary time domain are close to those in the virtual time domain based on their ab-
solute timing differences. Therefore, we need to examine property relations between
timed action sequences. This is achieved by the following line of reasoning.

• Convert timed action sequences to timed state sequences: A timed execution trace
of a system can be represented by either a timed state sequence or a timed action
sequence. It is easy to encode one form of representation into the other. One pos-
sibility to encode a timed action sequence into a timed state sequence is by letting
the observation of each action be an instantaneous state, and inserting a new dura-
tion state Φ between any two instantaneous states (Nicola and Vaandrager 1990).
For example, suppose a timed action sequence τ̄α is

(α1, t1)(α2, t2)(α3, t3) . . . (αi, ti) . . . .

A corresponding timed state sequence τ̄δ is

(Sα1 , [t1, t1])(Φ, I1)(Sα2 , [t2, t2], ) . . . (Sαi
, [ti , ti])(Φ, Ii) . . . ,
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where Ii is [ti , ti] if ti = ti+1 or [ti , ti+1) if ti < ti+1. Here Sαi
is a state containing

the single atomic proposition “αi is observed” and Φ is a state at which no atomic
proposition is observed.

• Relate the proximity between timed action sequences and the proximity between
their corresponding timed state sequences: Let τ̄α and τ̄ ′

α be two timed action
sequences, which share the same action sequence ᾱ. Assume τ̄δ and τ̄ ′

δ to be their
corresponding timed state sequences. If τ̄ ′

α is absolute [x, y]-close to τ̄α , then we
can easily derive that τ̄ ′

δ is absolute [x, y]-close to τ̄δ (see proximity function Ds
a

in Sect. 2.1). Consequently, by Definition 2, we know that if the absolute [x, y]-
hypothesis is satisfied, then the realization in the auxiliary time domain is absolute
[x, y]-close to its model in the virtual time domain.

• Preserve correctness between timing behaviors: By Theorem 1, if the realization
is absolute [x, y]-close to its model, and the model satisfies MTL property P , then
the realization satisfies property R

(y−x)�
a (P ). Property R

(y−x)�
a (P ) has the same

form as P , but its quantitative timing bounds have an absolute deviation of y − x

from those of P (see Sect. 2.3). Hence, real-time properties that hold in the virtual
time domain can be preserved in the auxiliary time domain by up to a deviation of
y − x, if the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis is satisfied.

In Sect. 6.3, we show how the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis can be incorporated in a
concrete synthesis tool.

Example 6 Reconsider Example 1. Suppose that the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis is
satisfied when synthesizing the IEEE flash board controller software and that [x, y] =
[0,0.001]. This indicates that the observations of actions in the auxiliary time domain
are always later than their corresponding observations in the virtual time domain, but
that the delay never exceeds 0.001 seconds. At the same time, the output letters on
the flash board are always displayed in the correct order in the realization. The error
observed in Fig. 1(b) will not occur in this case. Furthermore, it is easy to check that
the model satisfies quantitative real-time property ϕv stating that the ‘IEEE’ word
always appears 2.7 seconds after it has been erased. ϕv can be formalized by MTL
expression �(q → ♦[2.7,2.7]p), where p represents that the ‘IEEE’ word appears and
q represents that the ‘IEEE’ word is erased.

Now we can predict that the realization satisfies the following property ϕa in the
auxiliary time domain, which deviates 0.001 from property ϕv (see Sect. 2.3).

ϕa = R
0.001�
a (ϕv) = �(p → ♦[2.699,2.701]q).

Formula ϕa states that the realization of the controller in the auxiliary time domain
always displays the ‘IEEE’ word between 2.699 and 2.701 seconds after the word is
erased.

5.2 Relative [x, y]-hypothesis

In practice, clock drift often exists between the auxiliary clock and the reference
clock. To predict the real-time properties of the realization in the reference time do-
main based on those in the auxiliary time domain, we propose the relative [x, y]-
hypothesis, which requires that:
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The ratio R between the change rates of auxiliary clock Ca and reference clock
Cr must be within interval [x, y], where x (y) is a lower (upper) bound of R.

If the relative [x, y]-hypothesis is satisfied by the target platform, it is easily seen
that the ratio between the change rates of reference clock Cr and auxiliary clock Ca

should be within interval [ 1
y
, 1

x
].

The clock drift of Cr w.r.t. Ca can be used to estimate the relative timing difference
between timing behaviors interpreted in the reference time domain and in the auxil-
iary time domain, which is illustrated in Example 7. If the relative [x, y]-hypothesis
is satisfied, the realization in the reference time domain is relative [ 1

y
, 1

x
]-close to

the realization in the auxiliary time domain. Consequently, we can predict real-time
properties of the realization in the reference time domain from those in the auxiliary
time domain based on Theorem 2.

Example 7 Reconsider the IEEE flash board controller in Example 1. Assume the
change rate of the auxiliary clock can deviate w.r.t. that of the reference clock by up to
0.5% (faster or slower). In this case, we can calculate that the ratio of the change rates
between the reference clock and the auxiliary clock is within interval [ 1

1.005 , 1
0.995 ].

Consequently, we can predict that the realization of the IEEE flash board controller
satisfies real-time property ϕre in the reference time domain, where

ϕre = R
[1/1.005,1/0.995]
r (ϕa) = �(q → ♦[2.699/1.005,2.701/0.995]p).

Since [2.699/1.005,2.701/0.995] ⊂ [2.685,2.715], ϕre is stronger than property
�(q → ♦[2.685,2.715]p). This indicates that the realization of the controller in the ref-
erence time domain always sends out the ‘IEEE’ word t seconds (t ∈ [2.685,2.715])
after the word is erased.

From the example above, we can see that the values of x and y in the absolute
[x, y]-hypothesis and in the relative [x, y]-hypothesis have a direct impact on the
preservation of quantitative real-time properties. This is further illustrated by the fol-
lowing example, in which both hypotheses are involved.

Example 8 Assume some model M to satisfy a deadline property PM : �(p →
♦[2,3]q) indicating that stimulus p is always followed by response q within 2 to 3
seconds. Realization R is synthesized from M respecting both the absolute [xa, ya]-
and the relative [xr , yr ]-hypothesis. Then we know that R satisfies property PR :

PR = R
[1/yr ,1/xr ]
r (R

(ya−xa)�
a (PM)) = �(p → ♦[(2−ya+xa)/yr ,(3+ya−xa)/xr ]q).3

The example above indicates that the quantitative difference between real-time
properties of a model and its realization can be reduced by changing the values of
either ya − xa , xr or yr . The value of ya − xa is affected by the model itself, the
scheduling algorithm and the computational capabilities of the target platform (see

3If 2 − (ya − xa) < 0, then 2 − (ya − xa) is replaced by 0. More information can be found in (Huang
2005).
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Sect. 6.3), while the values of xr and yr can be estimated by the drift factor of the
auxiliary clock w.r.t. the reference clock.

The above reasoning can also be applied in a reverse way. For example, the
drift of the auxiliary clock w.r.t. the reference clock is independent from the de-
sign process and can be pre-measured. Assume xr and yr are 0.99 and 1.02 re-
spectively, and assume we require property PR (�(p → ♦[3,6]q)) to be satisfied
by the realization. In this case, the model should satisfy property PM = �(p →
♦[1.02×3+ya−xa,0.99×6−(ya−xa)]q). The smaller the value of ya − xa is, the weaker
property PM will be. By estimating the value of ya − xa (see also Sect. 7.3), one can
know beforehand that the model should satisfy property PM , in order to correctly
deploy the system on the target platform.

6 Correctness-preserving software synthesis

In previous sections, we explained ineliminable timing differences between a model
and its corresponding realization. Furthermore, we proposed two hypotheses to cap-
ture timing inconsistencies and to eliminate functional inconsistencies between a
model and its realization. In this section, we show that both hypotheses (but espe-
cially the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis) can be incorporated into a concrete synthesis
tool.

In the following, we first give a brief overview of the modeling language POOSL
(Parallel Object-Oriented Specification Language) (Geilen et al. 2001). Our discus-
sion about POOSL focuses on its execution mechanism, which generates timed ac-
tion sequences for POOSL models. Following that, we show that the absolute [x, y]-
hypothesis is supported by the synthesis tool Rotalumis, which converts POOSL
models into realizations.

6.1 POOSL

The POOSL language integrates a process part based on a timed and probabilistic
extension of CCS and a data part based on the concepts of traditional object-oriented
languages (Geilen et al. 2001). A POOSL model consists of a set of parallel processes,
which perform their activities asynchronously and communicate with each other syn-
chronously by message passing. Each process can call and execute its methods which
are formed by the statements in Table 1. Different from procedure or functions used
in imperative programming languages, the process methods in POOSL allow tail-
recursion to specify infinite behaviors in a succinct way.

The formal semantics of POOSL can be found in (van der Putten and Voeten 1997;
Geilen 2002; van Bokhoven 2002). The formal semantics of POOSL given in (van
der Putten and Voeten 1997) addresses untimed behaviors covering parallelism,
communication, non-determinism and data. The semantics of the timed language
(where data is abstracted from) is given in (Geilen 2002). This work also intro-
duces an execution mechanism for the language and proves it to be correct with
respect to the semantics of the language. The most complete formal semantics (in-
cluding time, probabilities and data) of the POOSL language can be found in (van
Bokhoven 2002). The formal semantics of the POOSL language is beyond the scope
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Table 1 POOSL statements

S ::= E expression [Ec]S guarded execution

m(E1, . . . ,Ei)(v1, . . . , vj ) methods call interrupt S1 with S2 interrupt

par S1 and . . . and Sn rap parallel composition abort S1 with S2 abort

S1; S2 sequential composition delay E time synchronization

ch!m(E1, . . . ,Ei){E} message send if Ec then S1 else S2 fi choice

ch?m(v1, . . . , vi |Ec){E} (conditional) message
receive

while Ec do S od loop

sel S1 or . . . or Sn les non-deterministic
selection

skip empty behavior

of this article, and readers are referred to the above references for more details.
The POOSL language has been successfully applied to the modeling and the analy-
sis of many industrial systems, such as network processors (Theelen et al. 2003;
Noonan and Flanagan 2004), a multimedia application (van Wijk et al. 2003) and
an Internet router (Theelen et al. 2001).

In the following subsection, we focus on the execution mechanism for POOSL
models. This execution mechanism is also incorporated in Rotalumis to ensure that
the semantics of the realization respects the semantics of the model.

6.2 The PET scheduler

In the execution mechanism of POOSL models, each process is represented by a
process execution tree (PET), and the model is executed by a PET scheduler which
chooses available actions from these trees to be executed. For example, Fig. 10(a)
shows the POOSL model of an IEEE flashboard controller consisting of three par-
allel processes I , E and S. The PET of each process is given in Fig. 10(b). Each
leaf of a PET is a statement (such as delay 0.01) or a (recursively defined) process
method (such as IRun()()). During the evolution of the system, each PET provides its
statements available for execution (such as delay 0.25 of Process S in Fig. 10(b)) to
the PET scheduler and dynamically modifies its tree according to the choice made
by the PET scheduler. For example, after having performed the delay 0.01 statement,
the PETs modify their trees from Fig. 10(b) to Fig. 10(c), in which data method
Scr.Display(“I”) can output a letter ‘I’ to the screen.

The PET scheduler plays a central role during execution. Next we zoom into the
PET scheduler to explain how the concurrent real-time behavior is executed.

As we have mentioned before, concurrent processes in a POOSL model are rep-
resented by a set of PETs, in which each leaf node represents a statement. These
PETs offer their statements to be executed to the PET scheduler, by inserting the
corresponding nodes into a list of the PET scheduler.4 The PET scheduler maintains
two different lists, a delay list (for all delay statements) and an action list (for all
other statements). The scheduler grants the execution of statements by giving action
statement higher priority than delay statements. Since actions are instantaneous in the

4Message send and receive statements are an exception; they are not inserted until their counterparts are
ready too.
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1: StatementList actions, delays; Real Tv ; // global variables
2: PET_scheduler() {
3: Statement *action, *delay;
4: Tv = 0; // Initialise the virtual time
5: PETs_startup(); // PETs insert their initial statements to the action and delay lists
6: while (true) do {
7: while (Get_from_action_list(action)) do // Choose a statement from the list
8: if (actions→Grant()) then{ // The grant is accepted, the statement is executed and new

statements are inserted into the lists
9: Remove_from_action_list(action); // Remove the current statement and reset all

statements in the list available
10: }
11: else // statement refuses the grant permission
12: Set_action_unavailable(action); // The current statement is not available for the

following action selections
13: }
14: if (Get_from_delay_list(delay)) then {
15: delay→Grant(); // Reduce the duration of each delay statement in the list by the duration

of the granted delay, add new statements to the lists
16: Tv := Tv+delay→duration; // The virtual time progresses
17: Remove_from_delay_list(delay); // Remove the current statement and reset all

statements in the list available
18: }
19: else
20: Deadlock();
21: }
22: }

Fig. 11 The PET scheduler

virtual time domain, the virtual time does not progress until all executable actions are
performed.5

The behavior of the PET scheduler is shown in Fig. 11. When the scheduler
grants a statement (line 8), the corresponding node checks whether it is interrupted
or guarded. Only if it is not interrupted and all its guards are open, the node accepts
the grant and carries out its statement. In the other case, the node refuses the grant
and the scheduler picks another statement in the list. When a node has actually per-
formed its statement, its PET adjusts the tree structure, withdraws statements from
the list6 and provides the new statements to be executed to the scheduler (line 9).
Since the execution of a statement may insert new statements into the action list or
may change the status of interruptions or guards, the nodes that refused a previous
grant may be available again for the next choice of the PET scheduler. The scheduler
repeatedly grants the statements in the action list until there is no statement anymore
that accepts the grant. Then, the scheduler grants the first delay statement in the delay
list, where delay statements are ordered according to their expiration times. When a

5Some actions in the list may not be executable because a corresponding guard may be closed or the action
may be interrupted.
6For instance, assume a tree constrains the following non-deterministic choice sel x := x +1 or y := y +1
les. If x := x + 1 is granted by the scheduler, then y := y + 1 should be withdrawn from the list.
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delay statement is granted, the virtual time progresses by the duration of the delay
statement (line 16), and new statements are inserted into the lists. At the same time,
the durations of the remaining delay statements in the list are adjusted accordingly.
When the scheduler finds no delay statement to grant, the system is terminated or
enters a deadlock state (line 20).

In the next subsection, we show how Rotalumis extends the PET scheduler to
comply with the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis.

6.3 Rotalumis

Rotalumis takes as input a POOSL model built during system modeling and automat-
ically generates the executable realization for the target platform. In this subsection,
we show how the Rotalumis tool supports the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis. The follow-
ing techniques are adopted in Rotalumis.

(1) Process execution trees: The POOSL language provides ample facilities to de-
scribe system characteristics such as parallelism, nondeterministic choice and
communication that are not directly supported by implementation languages such
as C, C++ and Java. In order to provide a correct and smooth mapping from a
POOSL model to a C++ realization, PETs are used to bridge the gap between the
semantics of the two languages. The data part of a POOSL model is transformed
into byte code interpreted by Rotalumis during run-time. The process part of a
POOSL model is transformed into a set of PETs implemented in C++.

The PETs in the realization have the same (virtual) time semantics as their
counterparts in the model. The PET scheduler in Rotalumis also behaves the
same as the PET scheduler used to execute the POOSL model. It schedules the
PET nodes based on their (virtual) time semantics. As a result, the realization
exhibits exactly the same behavior as the model, if interpreted in the virtual time
domain.

Since the progress of the virtual time is monotonically increasing, which is
consistent with the progress of the auxiliary time, the action order observed in the
virtual time domain is consistent with that in the auxiliary time domain. There-
fore, the PET scheduler in Rotalumis ensures that for any timed execution of the
realization, a corresponding timed execution in the POOSL model can always be
found, such that both executions exhibit the same observable action sequence.
Therefore, the first requirement (see Sect. 5.1) of the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis
is guaranteed by the synthesis tool.

(2) Synchronization between the virtual time and the digital hardware time: To min-
imize the timing inconsistencies between the realization interpreted in the digi-
tal hardware and virtual time domains, the PET scheduler in Rotalumis tries to
schedule these actions in the digital hardware time domain according to their
time of occurrence in the virtual time domain. To achieves this, the initial value
of the digital hardware time is stored in Td by accessing the hardware clock.
Therefore, Td := Read_real_time() is inserted between lines 4 and 5 in Fig. 11.
Notice that the virtual time is still kept as a “reference” in the PET scheduler of
Rotalumis. For instance, when a delay statement with duration t is granted by
the PET scheduler, the virtual time Tv advances to Tv + t . Correspondingly, in
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Fig. 12 The Rotalumis realization of IEEE flash controller

the digital hardware time domain, the PET scheduler of Rotalumis should keep
on checking whether the digital hardware clock has the offset Tv + t w.r.t. its
initial digital hardware time, before it starts to grant statements in the action list.
Therefore, the following code is inserted between lines 17 and 18 in Fig. 11.

while (Read_real_time() − Td <= Tv) do{}

Consequently, we can see that the delay statement with duration t in Rotalumis
is interpreted as no more than t in the digital hardware time domain to compen-
sate for the execution times of actions and scheduling overhead. This is different
from the traditional interpretation in implementation languages such as Java, C
and C++, where the interpretation is at least t . In this way, accumulated timing
errors between the model and its realization are minimized. For instance, when
Rotalumis maps the IEEE flashboard controller onto the target platform, the PET
scheduler schedules actions from three processes according to their virtual times.
Compared to the realization generated by TAU G2 (illustrated in Fig. 2(b)), the
realization generated by Rotalumis (illustrated in Fig. 12) not only avoids incor-
rect outputs but avoids accumulated timing errors as well.

The timing errors between the model and its realization in the digital hardware
time domain can be estimated to lie in certain interval [a, b] (see the discussion
in Sect. 7.3). The timing deviation of the analog hardware clock w.r.t. the digital
hardware clock is determined by the quality of the digital hardware clock and
the step-width chosen for constructing the auxiliary clock. As we have discussed
in Sect. 4.2, we can assume that the time errors are within interval [−δ, δ]. For
commonly-used oscillator clocks in PCs, δ is no larger than 10−3. For higher
quality oscillators, the time errors can be assumed to lie in a much tighter interval.
Therefore the execution of the realization in the auxiliary time domain is absolute
[a − δ, b + δ]-close to a trace of the model. Hence the tool complies with the
second requirement (see Sect. 5.1) of the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis.

Combining items (1) and (2), we conclude that the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis is
complied with by the synthesis tool. The quality of the digital hardware clock and
the step-width chosen for constructing the auxiliary clock (see Sect. 4.2) determines
whether the relative [x, y]-hypothesis is complied with as well.

It should be noticed that the satisfaction of both hypotheses does not always imply
a correct realization. However, the parameters of both hypotheses allow designers to
quantitatively predict the real-time properties of the realization. Based on this infor-
mation, the correctness of the realization can be judged. If the real-time properties
of the realization are relaxed too much, designers can choose a faster platform to re-
duce the execution times of actions and the scheduling overhead, they can use a more
stable hardware clock, or refine the model itself.
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Fig. 13 A railroad crossing
system

7 A case study

In this section, we use a railroad crossing system to demonstrate how a real-time
software controller can be generated from its POOSL model while preserving the
correctness.

7.1 System description

The railroad crossing system that we choose is similar to the standard railroad cross-
ing problem used to compare different formal frameworks for modeling real-time
systems (Heitmeyer et al. 1993). As shown in Fig. 13, four stations are connected by
two orthogonal tracks. Train a (b) runs back and forth between stations 1 and 2 (and
stations 3 and 4). Four sensors (A, B , C and D) are installed at some distance to the
crossing to detect the passing of the trains. To compensate for the deceleration time
of the train and to avoid the stopping of the train inside the crossing area, a critical
zone is defined as shown in Fig. 13. When a train approaches a border of the critical
zone from outside of the zone, it has to request permission to enter the crossing. If the
request is denied, the train has to stop and wait until permission is granted. When the
train leaves the crossing, it has to release the crossing. As a consequence, the crossing
is free and available for the other train to enter. We assume that the speed of the train
is constant between two sensor points (e.g. from point A to B) if no stop occurs.

In our case, the physical system is built by LEGO materials, where the relevant
parameters are given in Table 2.7 In this article, we focus on the synthesis of the
model into the realization.8 The preservation of correctness is demonstrated by the
preservation of an important quantitative real-time property P , which specifies that
the trains should never collide and the system should operate as efficient as possible at
the same time. The definition of P will be formally presented in the next subsection.

7In the table, the deceleration distance of a train refers to the distance from the point where the train starts
to decelerate to the point where the train stops completely.
8For a more detailed description of the complete system design including requirement analysis, step-wise
model refinement and system synthesis, interested readers are referred to (Huang 2005).
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Table 2 Parameters of the railroad crossing system

Para. Value Meaning

Crossing lsc 0.556 m The distance from each sensor to the nearest border of the crossing

lc 0.044 m The size of the crossing

Train lt 0.198 m The length of the train

va 0.47 m/s The speed of train a

vb 0.25 m/s The speed of train b

Da 0.045 m The deceleration distance of train a

Db 0.015 m The deceleration distance of train b

Fig. 14 The model of the railroad crossing system

7.2 System modeling

In this section, we introduce a parallel solution to design the railroad crossing sys-
tem, which is modeled by the POOSL language. Figure 14(a) shows the POOSL
model of the system, where the system consists of two parts, a controller and an en-
vironment. The controller consists of five parallel processes: a Crossing, two train
image processes (TrainA_ Image and TrainB_Image) and two interface processes
(InterfaceA and InterfaceB). The environment consists of two train actor processes:
TrainA_Actor and TrainB_Actor, which model the behavior of the physical trains.
The interactions between these processes are accomplished through ports connected
by static channels. For example, port tr_a of the Crossing process and port cr of the
TrainA_Image process are connected by channel A. In the following, we give a more
detailed explanation of each process in the controller.

(a) The Crossing: The Crossing process is used to control the access to the physical
crossing based on the requests from the train images. It is required that:

• No collision should occur between two trains. The Crossing should grant access to
the physical crossing to at most one train at a time.
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1: Check_leftsensor()(); //polling the sensor state till receiving a sensor signal
2: delay (T1); // the duration from the train passing the 1st sensor to reaching the border of the critical

zone
3: cr!request;
4: sel
5: cr?granted;
6: i!continue;
7: delay (T2); // the duration from the train entering the critical zone to leaving the crossing without

stopping
8: or
9: cr?denied;

10: i!pause;
11: cr?granted;
12: i!resume;
13: delay (T3); // the duration from the train restarting in the critical zone to leaving the crossing area
14: les;
15: cr!release;

Fig. 15 Behavior of the train image moving from left to right

• The system should be deadlock free. The Crossing should never block access to
both trains at the same time.

In addition, to ensure the operation efficiency, the Crossing should avoid unnecessary
waiting of the trains. Therefore, in our solution, the Crossing process always grants
the request to access the physical crossing immediately when it is aware that the
physical crossing is free. Figure 14(b) shows a state-action diagram of the Crossing,
where tr_a?request indicates that the Crossing receives a request message through
port tr_a and tr_a!granted indicates that the Crossing sends out a granted message
through port tr_a. When the Crossing is at the Initial state, the physical crossing is
assumed to be free. If the Crossing receives an access request from a train image (e.g.
tr_a?request), it immediately grants the request (e.g. tr_a!granted) and enters into a
state (Refuse TrainB or Refuse TrainA) where the request from the other train is de-
nied. At this state, if the physical crossing is released (e.g. tr_a?released) before the
request from the other train arrives, the Crossing returns to the Initial state. Other-
wise, the request from the other train is denied immediately and will be granted when
the physical crossing is released.

(b) The train image processes: Each train image (e.g. TrainA_Image or TrainB_
Image) refers to a physical train and can be considered as its mirrored image inside
the controller. A train image monitors the states of a physical train and controls the
physical train according to its states. For example, Fig. 15 shows a piece of code,
which describes a part of the behavior of the train image, starting from the moment
when it receives a message from the first sensor until the moment when it releases
the physical crossing. T1, T2 and T3 are used to specify the timing relations between
actions, which are estimated according to relevant information (such as the speed of
the train and the size of the critical zone). In our case, T1 is 1.015 seconds and T2 is
0.7 seconds for TrainA_Image. If the request from a train image to access the crossing
is granted, the train image occupies the crossing for T2 seconds before it releases the
crossing. If the request to access the crossing is denied, the train image stops the
physical train immediately and waits for the granted message to restart the physical
train.
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(c) The interface processes: The interface processes establish the communication
between the control processes (train images) and the physical environment (train ac-
tors).

(d) Real-time property P: Now we can specify property P w.r.t. the design solu-
tion we have adopted. We assume that the speed of each physical train is constant
between two sensors (such as A and B in Fig. 13), if no stop occurs. When the train
image receives the first sensor signal on each journey, it can estimate time t at which
it should send the request to access the physical crossing. Time t should be chosen
appropriately. Sending the request too early can increase the occupancy time of the
crossing and decrease the efficiency of the system when the request is granted. On the
other hand, sending the request too late can lead to the physical train stooping inside
the physical crossing and causing a collision when the request is denied. In our exam-
ple, t is required to be in interval [1,1.025] for TrainA_Image. Furthermore, suppose
that the corresponding physical train of TrainA_Image takes at most 1.7 seconds to
pass the physical crossing. Then, property P can be formalized using the following
MTL formula:

P = �(pa → ((♦[1,1.025]ra ∧ ♦[1,1.025]qa) ∨ �[0,1.7]¬ra)),

where pa , qa and ra are given as follows:

• pa : TrainA_Image receives the first sensor signal on one journey.
• qa : TrainA_Image sends out message pause.
• ra : TrainA_Image receives message denied.

Formula P states that after TrainA_Image receives the first sensor signal, either both
ra and qa are observed within interval [1,1.025] or the physical train passes the
crossing without stopping.

Under the assumption that actions are instantaneous, a stronger property Pv is
satisfied in the model,9 which is given as follows:

�(pa → ((♦[1.015,1.015]ra ∧ ♦[1.015,1.015]qa) ∨ �[0,1.7]¬ra)).

Here, we give an informal explanation that Pv is indeed satisfied by the model. Let
us look at the code in Fig. 15. After TrainA_Image receives the first sensor sig-
nal on one journey (pa is observed), it waits for 1.015 (T1) seconds. After 1.015
seconds, TrainA_Image sends a request message to the Crossing. Note that all in-
teractions are instantaneous in the virtual time domain and the crossing replies to
TrainA_Image without any time delay (see Fig. 14(b)). In the case that the request is
denied, TrainA_Image gets the denied message and sends out the pause message after
exactly 1.015 seconds. In this case, pa → (♦[1.015,1.015]ra ∧♦[1.015,1.015]qa) holds. In
the case that the request is granted, the physical train of TrainA_ Image just moves
on for another 0.7 (T2) seconds to pass the crossing. In this case, pa → �[0,1.7]¬ra
holds. Therefore, Pv is indeed satisfied by the model. In the next subsection, we will
illustrate how to predict real-time property Pr of the realization from Pv , and how
to preserve the correctness of the model into the realization (i.e. P is satisfied by the
realization).

9The weakening or strengthening relation between real-time properties is discussed in (Huang 2005).
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1: static PDO *PDM_TurnOff(PDO **LV){ // LV is an object carrying the ID of the target train
2: unsigned char trainID; byte buffer[2];
3: trainID = (unsigned char) LV[1]→i; // the ID of the target train
4: buffer[0]=0x21; // the byte code to turn off a motor
5: buffer[1]= 1�(trainID-1); //converting the ID according to the protocol
6: _output(serialPort, buffer[0]); // serial communication
7: _output(serialPort, buffer[1]);
8: return LV[0];}

Fig. 16 A method to implement the interaction of sending a pause message

7.3 System synthesis

In this phase, the model devised during the design stage is automatically transformed
into an executable realization. In order to generate a correct realization, two impor-
tant tasks should be carried out: implementation of communication interfaces and
estimation of timing differences.

(1) Implementation of interfaces: Synthesis tool Rotalumis can transform a
POOSL model into its realization by adopting different strategies to map the process
part and the data part of a POOSL model (see Sect. 6.3). For a POOSL model that in-
teracts with the physical world, the standard Rotalumis tool provides the mechanism
to convert abstract interactions with the outside world into actual physical interac-
tions. For example, an interaction “sending a pause message to the physical envi-
ronment” (e.g. a!pause in InterfaceA process) can be implemented by the C++ code
given in Fig. 16. For more detailed information about this issue, readers are referred
to (van Bokhoven 2002).

(2) Parameter estimation in the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis: In Sect. 6.3, we have
demonstrated that the Rotalumis tool supports the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis. Para-
meters x and y are lower and upper bounds respectively of the timing deviation be-
tween the observation times of corresponding actions in the model and in the realiza-
tion. In general, the larger the difference between y and x is, the larger the deviation
is between the quantitative real-time properties satisfied by the model and the realiza-
tion. In practice, we can obtain the values of x and y in various ways. Here we give
two examples.

• Measurement-based approach During the execution of the realization, the sched-
uler can record the timing deviation of each action at run time. Then the values of
x and y can be estimated according to the recorded timing deviations. Since this
approach is based on simulation, it offers the benefit of easy applicability. Further-
more, no estimation is required of the execution time of each action and of the
scheduling cost in this case. The major pitfall of this approach is that the analysis
results based on simulation techniques may not be reliable, since each simulation
run only explores a part of a single trace.

• Model-based approach Instead of measuring the parameters of the absolute hy-
pothesis during run-time, we could also use model-based approaches to esti-
mate the parameters. In these approaches, we could make use of existing results
in worse-case execution time (WCET) analysis such as (Park 1993; Gupta and
Micheli 1997). For instance, we could label each individual action with its WCET.
Based on the time labelling, we could do exhaustive analysis of the time bound by
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Table 3 Statistics of the timing deviations

Timing deviations (10−4 seconds) 0.1–0.5 0.5–1 1–2 2–3 3–5

Frequency 1 877 257 112 813 9909 26 3

analyzing actions to be performed at each virtual time point along each possible
execution path. It is also possible to monitor the timing deviations during the sim-
ulation of the model (Florescu et al. 2004). However, it is still an interesting topic
to investigate how to estimate tight bounds for the absolute hypothesis.

In the scheduler of Rotalumis, an action is executed when its digital hardware time
has exceeded its virtual time. In other words, the digital (or analog) hardware time
of each action is no earlier than its virtual time. Therefore, we can safely estimate
the lower bound x in the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis to be 0. In our example, we
estimated y using the simulation-based approach.10 We recorded around 2 000 000
timing deviations of actions between the virtual time and the digital hardware time.
To reduce the overhead caused by recording activities, only the timing deviation of
the last action observed at each virtual time moment is recorded. As shown in Table 3,
most timing deviations fall between 1 × 10−5 and 5 × 10−5 seconds, and only a few
timing deviations reach up to 5 × 10−4 seconds.11 These larger deviations can be
contributed to the background activities of the operating system.

We have discussed that the absolute timing differences between the digital hard-
ware time domain and the auxiliary time domain can also contribute to the parameters
of the absolute hypothesis. We choose the step-width consisting of 7 × 108 hardware
clock steps to construct the auxiliary analog clock (using the derived step-width in
Sect. 4.2). Most PC hardware clocks cost less than 1$ and can only provide marginal
timekeeping performance. The average error of these clocks is at the order of mag-
nitude 10−5 per-second. We assume that the absolute timing difference between the
digital hardware clock and the auxiliary analog clock is less than 10−3 seconds (about
7 × 105 hardware clock steps).

Based on the above analysis, we estimate that y is 10−3. Therefore, the absolute
[0−10−3,10−3 +10−3]-hypothesis is complied with. Now, we can predict the quan-
titative timing properties of the realization in the auxiliary time domain. For example,
we already know that property Pv is satisfied by the model in the virtual time domain,
so we can predict that property Pa = R

0.003�
a (Pv) holds in the realization interpreted

in the auxiliary time domain. Property Pa is given by the following

�(pa → ((♦[1.012,1.018]ra ∧ ♦[1.012,1.018]qa) ∨ �[0,1.712]¬ra)).

In this example, the accuracy of the PC hardware clock is sufficient enough. How-
ever, in certain situations, to obtain a better preservation result from the auxiliary time

10The underlying platform in our case is a PC with a PIII 700 MHz processor, 128 MB memory and the
Windows 98 OS.
11Note that the timing deviations are observed after the issuing of the actions. Hence, the actual timing
deviations should be smaller than this value.
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Fig. 17 A snapshot of the
realization of the system

domain to the reference time domain, we can replace the low cost clock of the PC
with a better oscillator (such as a quartz, a rubidium, or a cesium oscillator), which
clock error is in the order of magnitude of 10−8 per-second or less (Lombardi 2002).

(3) Parameter estimation in the relative [x, y]-hypothesis: The inaccuracy of the
platform clock also affects the quantitative real-time properties of a realization. This
influence is addressed by the relative [x, y]-hypothesis. In our example, we choose
the time of the environment as the reference time, which is counted by a perfect ref-
erence clock. Since the average error of most PC hardware clocks is in the order of
magnitude of 10−5 per-second, we estimate the relative timing drift between the aux-
iliary analog clock and the reference clock to be 10−3. Then x and y in the hypothesis
are 0.999 and 1.001 respectively. Now we can predict that real-time property Pr is sat-

isfied by the realization in the reference time domain. Property Pr = R
[ 1

1.001 , 1
0.999 ]

r (Pa)

is given by the following formula

�(pa → ((♦[ 1.012
1.001 , 1.018

0.999 ]ra ∧ ♦[ 1.012
1.001 , 1.018

0.999 ]qa) ∨ �[0, 1.712
1.001 ]¬ra)).

Property Pr ensures that after TrainA_Image receives the first signal, it either receives
a denied message and sends out a pause message within interval [1.010,1.020], or
continues to move on during time interval [0,1.711].12 This is stronger than the re-
quired property P in Sect. 7.2. Consequently, we can guarantee that the physical train
of TrainA_Image never stops inside the crossing area, while still maintaining the op-
erating efficiency of the system. Figure 17 gives a snapshot of a physical realization
of the system.

8 Related work

In this paper, we propose a synthesis approach to address the automatic generation
of concurrent real-time software from models. Particularly, our approach focuses on

12Notice that [ 1.012
1.001 , 1.018

0.999 ] ⊂ [1.010,1.020] and [0, 1.712
1.001 ] ⊃ [0,1.711], Pr is actually stronger than

property �(pa → ((♦[1.010,1.020]ra ∧ ♦[1.010,1.020]qa) ∨ �[0,0,1.711]¬ra)). For more information about
the weakening relation between formulas, readers are referred to (Huang 2005).
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minimizing the negative effects of timing differences on the behavior inconsistency
between a model and its realization. It also provides a way to predict the quantitative
impact of the timing differences between a model and its realization. Compared with
the existing synthesis approaches for real-time systems, the proposed approach in this
article has the following characteristics.

• The proposed approach gives a systematic way to address the quantitative impact
on the correctness of the realization caused by ineliminable timing differences be-
tween the model and the realization. Most existing approaches treat the impact of
timing differences in a limited way. For instance, the timing differences between
the digital hardware clock and the environment clock are not explicitly addressed.

• Most synthesis approaches aim at building a scheduler, which triggers timed
processes to satisfy timing constraints of the system (Altisen et al. 2002; Hune et
al. 2001) (see also Sect. 8.2 in this section). In the proposed approach, the timing
behavior of the model is considered as the “reference” behavior, and the realiza-
tion is generated as “close” as possible to the model. Based on the distance between
the model and the realization, we can predict the properties of the realization and
further judge its correctness.

• The proposed approach does not contradict with existing scheduling theory and
scheduling algorithms. On the contrary, the combination with the existing schedul-
ing techniques can strengthen the applicability of the approach. For example, in
Sect. 9.3, we discuss that real-time properties of interest may be only related with
some observable actions. In this case, we measure the distance between the model
and the realization based on the timing differences between these observable ac-
tions only. The times of unobservable actions do not have a direct impact on the
distance measure, but they may have an influence on the times of observable ac-
tions, which in turn affect the distance measure. If we consider these unobservable
actions as internal actions in the theory of observational equivalence (Milner 1989),
the possible change in the execution order between observable actions and unob-
servable actions does not change the properties of the system, but it may result in a
smaller distance (Florescu et al. 2006). In this case, a more sophisticated scheduler
is required to manipulate the execution order of all actions.

In literature, many synthesis approaches for real-time software have been pro-
posed. In the following, we compare these approaches with the proposed approach.
These approaches are classified into three categories according to their different ways
to treat the impact of the timing differences between the model and the realization.

8.1 Digital circuit synchrony hypothesis

One of the related work is in the area of synchronous design approaches. In these ap-
proaches, synchronous modeling languages, such as Argos, Esterel, Lustre and State-
charts are used to model reactive systems. The timing semantics of these languages is
often based on the synchrony hypothesis, which assumes that the underlying machine
is infinitely fast, and hence that system reactions are synchronized with the system
inputs. The synchrony hypothesis actually makes the same assumption as many for-
mal timed models does. It assumes that actions are instantaneous. The synthesized
realization in synchronous design approaches is required to react to any input within
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exactly one clock cycle, no matter how complex the realization is. In other words,
the absolute timing difference between the observation times of actions in the model
and in the realization are synchronized within one cycle (which is also called digital
circuit synchrony hypothesis (Berry 1992)). Under this restriction, the properties of
the realization are considered to be almost the same as those of the model, due to
their closeness in distance. The digital circuit synchrony hypothesis can actually be
viewed as a special case of the absolute hypothesis.

8.2 WCET-based schedulability analysis

The approaches in this category employ two different models: a communication
model and a timed model. In the communication model, actions are assumed to
be instantaneous and qualitative properties (such as deadlock, safety and liveness
properties) are evaluated based on synchronizations between concurrent components
(or processes). In the timed model, concurrent components (or processes) are ab-
stracted by priorities, worst case execution times (WCET) and deadlines. The quan-
titative real-time properties are guaranteed on the basis of a schedulability analysis.
The influence of action execution times in different time domains is usually not ex-
plicitly considered and is implicitly assumed to be covered by the WCETs of con-
current processes. Typical examples of these approaches are (Amnell et al. 2002;
Henzinger et al. 2003; Liu and Lee 2003).

In (Amnell et al. 2002), the authors use timed automata with a real-time task exten-
sion to model real-time systems. A transition of a timed automaton can be associated
with the starting of a real-time task, which has parameters such as a priority, a worst
case execution time and a deadline. The schedulability of tasks can be checked in
the model. During system synthesis, the prefect synchrony hypothesis is employed,
which assumes that the execution times of control activities are neglected.

In (Henzinger et al. 2003), the Giotto design methodology based on time triggered
architectures is proposed. In a Giotto model, a real-time system consists of a set of
concurrent tasks, each of which has a well-defined start and stop time. The commu-
nication between tasks can only be carried out at the beginning or at the end of the
execution of tasks. These constraints result in a concise framework to reason about
the behavior of the system. During system synthesis, the Giotto compiler ensures
that timing constraints of tasks are guaranteed by performing a schedulability analy-
sis based on the worse-case execution time of tasks. During run-time, a scheduler
invokes each task based on the result of the analysis.

In (Liu and Lee 2003), a framework called Timed multitasking (TM in short) to
model real-time software is proposed. Different from the Giotto approach, TM trig-
gers tasks (also called actors) by events instead of by time. Similar to Giotto models,
the execution times of tasks are fixed, which also yields a concise framework to rea-
son about the behavior of a system, and the correctness of the realization is also
guaranteed by the schedulability analysis.

8.3 Timing difference analysis

In the past years, studying the impact of timing differences between models and real-
izations has become a promising research area. Till now, there are at least two ways
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to formally address this problem in literature. One is based on property preserva-
tion in which one tries to find the most relaxed Realization R(ε) from the model M

such that R(ε) can satisfy the desired property P verified in M . The parameter ε re-
flects the extend of the relaxation. Typical work in this area is (Wulf et al. 2005). The
other is property transformation, which simply predicts properties of the realization
R from those of the model M according to their timing difference ε. Properties of
R are not necessarily the same as those of the model, but the smaller the value of ε

is, the closer their properties are. Typical work in this scope is (Huang et al. 2003;
Henzinger et al. 2005; Huang et al. 2006). Note that in this scope, to ensure that R

satisfies a property P in the end, we can require that M satisfies a stronger property
P ′ so that the relaxation of P ′ is still stronger than P . In the following, we give a
more detailed comparison between the property-preservation technique (Wulf et al.
2005) and the property-transformation technique (Huang et al. 2003).

In (Wulf et al. 2005), the authors address the differences in timing semantics be-
tween a model and its realization. In their work, models of real-time systems are
represented by timed automata. The timing semantics (called Almost ASAP) of
their corresponding realizations can be derived from the relaxation of timing con-
straints (or guards) in timed automata. There are several differences between the
work in (Wulf et al. 2005) and our work. An essential one is the different assump-
tions that are used to relax the timing semantics of the model in the realization.
This is illustrated by the following example. Assume that the model has a timed
trace τ̄ given by (α1, t1), (α2, t2) . . . (αi, ti) . . . . According to the relaxation mech-
anism proposed in (Wulf et al. 2005), the following set of relaxed timed traces
{τ̄ ′ | ∀i ∈ N, |ti − ti−1 − (t ′i − t ′i−1)| ≤ ε ∧ α′

i = αi} are valid in the realization with
relaxation parameter ε. In contrast, according to the relaxation mechanism proposed
in our work, a set of relaxed timed traces {τ̄ ′ | ∀i ∈ N, |ti − t ′i | ≤ ε ∧ α′

i = αi} can be
observed in the realization which is absolute [−ε, ε]-close to the model. Intuitively
speaking, the former one relaxes the timing constraints based on the “relative” timing
relation between two adjacent actions in the sequence, while the latter one relaxes
timing constraints based on the “global” time of actions in the sequence.

In our work we go further than the theoretical work described above. First we
have carefully constructed intermediate time domains to reduce the timing differences
between the model and the realization. In addition, a synthesis approach has been
developed to guide software synthesis. We have also implemented the approach in a
concrete tool set.

In this section, we mainly focused on the approaches which generate real-time
realizations from the model. It should be noticed that there is a lot of other work
carried out to solve an inverse problem on how to make an adequate model for an
existing system to analyze its real-time properties. For instance, in (Gupta et al. 1997;
Puri 2000; Alur et al. 2005), the authors address the creation of models that are robust
w.r.t. timing deviations.

9 Open issues and future work

In this article, we have introduced a synthesis approach to automatically generate re-
liable real-time software from models. It is most suitable for synthesizing concurrent
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control systems running on a single processor platform, where a central scheduler
ensures the absolute closeness between a model and its realization in the digital hard-
ware time domain. In this section, we will further investigate some possible exten-
sions of this work and existing open issues.

9.1 Distributed applications

In a distributed system, the software components are deployed on multi-processor
platforms using (different) hardware clocks. The proposed work in this article can be
applied to the distributed system in the following way: software components on the
same processor are synthesized independently from the components on other proces-
sors. Although each synthesized sub-system runs on a different processor with a dif-
ferent hardware clock, its real-time properties in a unified reference time domain
can be predicted by using the proposed approach. Consequently, the real-time prop-
erties of the whole system can be analyzed on the basis of real-time properties of
sub-systems in the unified reference time domain. However, this approach can not
be applied to directly predict global properties of the whole system, since no central
scheduler exists to ensure the compliance of the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis for the
whole system. Even when a central scheduler is implemented in the distributed en-
vironment, it would possibly be inefficient to ensure the compliance of the absolute
[x, y]-hypothesis due to the communication overhead among distributed processors.
Further investigation is still needed for automatically synthesizing distributed sys-
tems in a correctness-preserving way.

9.2 Computationally intensive applications

For computationally intensive applications such as video- and image- processing ap-
plications, the execution of some actions may take a significant amount of physical
time, which may lead to a large interval [x, y] in the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis. As a
consequence, the quantitative real-time properties predicted in the realization can be
far away from those in the model. However, this problem can be relieved by introduc-
ing a proper abstraction mechanism, which hides computationally intensive actions.
For example, in process calculus (e.g. CCS and CSP), an abstraction mechanism is
used to hide actions that are not observable or not interesting, and certain properties
of the system can be verified based on observable actions alone. Consequently, the
transformation of these properties is determined by the deviation bounds between the
observation times of observable actions (Florescu et al. 2006).

9.3 Parameter estimation of the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis

A key issue of our approach is the estimation of the parameters in the absolute [x, y]-
hypothesis. The estimation results give feedback to designers to further improve mod-
els or ensure the correctness of realizations. In Sect. 7.3, we have given a brief dis-
cussion of possible measurement-based and model-based estimation approaches. It is
desirable to obtain the bounds of interval [x, y] as tight as possible.

For large systems, the accurate estimation of the parameter values is not a trivial
task. For instance, in the measurement-based approaches and the model-based ap-
proaches based on simulation, the estimation process only covers a small fraction of
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the possible traces. Some traces, which occur with a probability, may not be covered
by the estimation process and may have a larger deviation when they are executed
in the realization. Consequently, the estimation results may not be reliable. In the
approaches based on the exhaustive technique, the estimation process often suffers
from the well-known state-space explosion problem. However, it has been theoreti-
cally proven that it is possible to compute the distance between two timed systems
using an EXPTIME algorithm in (Henzinger et al. 2005). The distance metric used
in (Henzinger et al. 2005) is consistent with the absolute metric in this article. There-
fore, their algorithm also provides a way to compute the parameters of the absolute
hypothesis.

10 Conclusions

In this article, we first used an example to show that functional inconsistencies can
be observed during the synthesis of a real-time system from its model. These incon-
sistencies can be contributed to the large time gap between the model in the virtual
time and the realization in the reference time. To bridge this gap, we built a series
of dedicated intermediate time domains between the virtual time domain and the ref-
erence time domain (see Fig. 8). Two parameterized hypotheses (the absolute and
relative [x, y]-hypotheses) were proposed to capture bounds of the absolute timing
differences and the relative timing differences between various time domains. The
satisfaction of the two hypotheses ensures that qualitative real-time properties can
be preserved between different time domains. Furthermore, the parameters of both
hypotheses can be used to predict quantitatively the properties of the realization. Fol-
lowing that, we proposed a tool set for real-time software synthesis, which complies
with the absolute [x, y]-hypothesis. Finally, we used the proposed synthesis approach
to design a railroad crossing system. The correctness-preservation of software syn-
thesis is illustrated by preserving an important quantitative property from the model
to the realization in the reference time domain.
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